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Welcome to the annual Sustainable
Development Review for New Zealand
Aluminium Smelters Limited (NZAS).
This report summarises our annual
results in key performance areas
across our Tiwai Point operations.
Record production was achieved in 2011, with
354,029 saleable tonnes of aluminium produced.
In addition, another significant production
milestone was reached in December, with 10
million tonnes of saleable metal being produced
since the smelter commenced operations in
1971. I would like to acknowledge the valuable
contribution of our employees and contractors
in achieving these milestones.
Another highlight occurred in November, when
the smelter celebrated its 40th anniversary.
A number of events were held to mark this
important occasion.
Unfortunately safety performance declined
during the year, with seven Lost Time Injuries
compared to one in 2010. In response to this
disappointing result we will implement a number
of new safety measures in 2012, including peerto-peer safety interactions, a new audit process
to measure the effectiveness of incident actions
and auditing of high risk activities. Safety will
continue to be a key focus as we continue to
strive towards our goal of zero injuries.
In October, Rio Tinto announced its intention
to divest a number of assets, including NZAS.
Thirteen assets in total will be divested at an
appropriate point in the future. NZAS along with
five other Australasian assets have transferred into
a new business unit, called Pacific Aluminium,
and are now being managed separately from the
Rio Tinto Alcan product group.

of the highlights was the installation and
commissioning of the new ship unloader. The
new transformer, to replace the Reduction Line
2 transformer, arrived in May. The second new
transformer, which arrived in June, was shipped
back to Australia due to damage sustained
during the voyage to New Zealand. Repairs were
completed and the transformer arrived back onsite in February 2012.
In August, Taha Asia Pacific began processing
dross through their on-site facility at NZAS.
Eventually, all of the product that is currently
in the landfill will be removed and processed
through the Taha facility.
Business conditions are forecast to remain very
challenging for 2012. There is no doubt that 2012
will be a year of significant change for NZAS. I am
confident the site is capable of embracing the
challenges the future holds and will continue to
strive to be the best we can be.
It is important that we provide useful and
relevant information to our stakeholders and as a
result, we would welcome your feedback on this
report. Details on how to do this can be found on
the back cover.

Ryan Cavanagh
General Manager
NZAS

NZAS invested NZ$35.8 million into infrastructure
improvement projects during the year. One
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Health and Safety
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• Audit high risk activities, eg vehicles and driving, molten
materials, isolation process, hot work, cranes, Job Safety
Analysis (JSA) application and working at heights
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• Implement audit process to measure the effectiveness of
incident actions
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Impact of Injuries on
Working Ability
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Shifts away from work
Restricted work days
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FAIs
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• Ergonomic work system assessment in the Reduction
Department to reduce risk of musculoskeletal illness

• Implement ‘Brothers Keeper’ (peer to peer) safety
interaction process
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• Education on stress to enhance leaders’ abilities to identify
the early signs of stress among team members

• Use ‘Leading Indicators’ (processes used to gain a result)
as well as the traditional ‘Lagging Indicators’ (the actual
result) for measuring our safety performance
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• Embed the ‘Return to Work Recovery Programme’ which
prevents aggravation of injury and illness when returning
to work

Plans for Safety in 2012:
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• Further education for employees on health and prevention
of illnesses through presentations from local health
providers, for example, men’s health awareness
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Plans for Health in 2012:
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* An illness or disease that results from a work place related exposure of more than
one shift
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Recordable occupational illnesses*
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NZAS Historical Safety Data–All Injuries

242

All Injury Frequency Rate (AIFR)

2011
Actual

Number of injuries

All injuries

2011
Plan

0

AIFR

Safety definitions:
Lost Time Injury (LTI) and Restricted Work Days (RWD)
An LTI/RWD occurs when a person, as a result of injury, is unable to
attend their next working shift, or is unable to fulfil the requirements of
their role
Medical Treatment Case (MTC)
A MTC is an injury or occupational illness which is not classified as lost
time, but which results in referral for medical treatment other than first aid
First Aid Injury (FAI)
A FAI is limited to a one time treatment and subsequent observation and
involves treatment for only minor injuries not emergency treatment of
serious injuries
All Injury Frequency Rate (AIFR)
Rate of occurrence of all recordable injuries (LTIs and MTCs) per 200,000
hours worked

People Commitment
2011 Employment Facts
Number of permanent Full Time
Equivalent (FTE) employees
Number of FTE contractors

800.4*
148.4**

Employee turnover
Diversity

6.5%
93.5% males
6.5% females

Wages and benefits paid

NZ$91.4 million

* Includes 2011 summer vacation students
** Excludes capital contractors

Graduate recruitment was completed in the
latter half of 2011 with seven new graduates
appointed covering a range of engineering
fields, including process, electrical, mechanical
and automation. Three of the graduates
commenced in late 2011 with the remaining
four commencing in early 2012.

Plans for People Commitment
in 2012:
• Assist employees transition to the new Pacific
Aluminium environment
• Develop and implement a new performance
management system
• Continue to work on talent management and
succession planning

NZAS Sustainable Development Review
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Energy and Power

Electricity Consumption
Electricity consumed

19,455,345.9 gigajoules

Electricity intensity

55.0 gigajoules / tonne
saleable Aluminium

Energy* intensity

72.4 gigajoules / tonne
saleable Aluminium

* Includes purchased electricity and onsite
energy consumption (electricity, gas and
heavy fuel oil)
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Financial Strength
NZAS Capital programme

2011 Payments to Suppliers
Local

NZ$51 million

National

NZ$340 million

Economic Contribution
GDP benefit to Southland region
Export receipts

NZ$506 million or 13.5%
NZ$1 billion approximately

Venture Southland conducted an economic and social impacts study
of NZAS on the Southland economy in 2009. The study will be updated
in 2012.

London Metal Exchange–Primary Aluminium Price
January 2007 to December 2011
3600

• NZ$9.8 million – Carbon bake
furnace rebuild (the project began
in 2010 and will be completed in
2013, with the overall cost forecast
at NZ$17.4 million)
• NZ$6.1 million – Carbon bake
furnace crane replacement
• NZ$5.4 million – Ship unloader
replacement project (final
commissioning phase)
• NZ$4.5 million – Transformer
replacement (final installation
phase)
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In 2011, NZAS invested NZ$35.8 million
into infrastructure improvement
projects. This is planned to increase
to NZ$48.2 million for 2012. The
major projects planned for 2012 are:
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This graph shows the London Metal Exchange (LME) price of aluminium in US dollars

Ship unloader arriving into the port of Bluff
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Energy Efficiency

Airburn is the term given to the undesirable process by
which anodes are prematurely consumed when they are
heated in contact with air. Anodes consumed in this way
release GHG but do not yield any aluminium production.
The controls introduced in 2010 to manage airburn
were very successful, resulting in a lower rate of carbon
consumed to produce metal in 2011.
In 2011, NZAS emitted GHG at a rate of 1.87 tonnes CO2-e
per tonne of metal produced. This was the smelter’s best
ever performance.
The total calculated CO2-e emissions are made up of
carbon consumption (anodes), anode production, fuel
usage and perfluorocarbon generation (PFCs).
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NZAS 0.5

2.0

Agriculture

Emission of greenhouse gases (GHG) during the
production of aluminium is unavoidable as the
consumption of carbon anode blocks creates carbon
dioxide and is part of the chemical process to produce
aluminium. However, GHG emissions can be minimised
by manufacturing high quality anodes and preventing
airburn.

Energy
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Emission Sectors

The ‘2009 GHG Emissions in
New Zealand’ graph shows
NZAS’ contribution to total New
Zealand emissions in 2009. The latest
figures released from the Ministry
for the Environment are shown
in the above graph. To put NZAS’
emissions into perspective, in 2009
the total amount of GHG emitted by
all New Zealand industries, including
agriculture, was 70.6 million tonnes
(Mt) CO2-e. Of this total NZAS
emitted 0.50Mt or 0.7 per cent.
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The graph shows the annual tonnes of GHG emitted
since 2006 alongside the total metal produced and
the emission rate per tonne of metal produced. The
rate at which NZAS emits GHG has been reducing.
The lowest rate of CO2-e per tonne of aluminium
produced was achieved in a year which also saw
the smelter reach record aluminium production. The
lower total CO2-e emissions in 2008 and 2009 were a
result of the shutdown of Reduction Line 1 following
a transformer failure.
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Perfluorocarbons (PFCs) are gases emitted
from the aluminium production process when
conditions in the reduction cells become
unstable. The total calculated PFCs discharged
from NZAS during 2011 decreased by 26.8 per
cent compared to 2010 after experiencing
a relatively stable year. The percentage of
PFCs emitted as CO2-e out of the total GHG
emissions was the best ever at five per cent.
In 2010, PFCs accounted for six per cent of the
total GHG emissions for NZAS and only five
years ago in 2006 it was 12 per cent.
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Heavy fuel oil is the main fuel used on site for the baking
of carbon anodes and the heating of some furnaces.
Calculated CO2-e from fuels decreased slightly during
2011. The GHG contribution from fuels is stable at 10
per cent of the total emissions.
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Total energy efficiency is made up of
power consumption and fuel usage.
Power efficiency improved over the
year when production stability was
achieved following the transformer
issues in 2009 and 2010. The fuel
consumption throughout 2011 was
steady and lower than 2010.
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Aerial photo of NZAS and Tiwai Peninsula

Environment
9
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Environmental incident definitions:
Category 1: Minor
Near source confined and promptly reversible impact
Category 2: Medium
Near source confined and short term reversible impact
Category 3: Serious
Near source confined and medium term recovery
impact
Category 4: Major
Impact that is unconfined and requiring long term
recovery, leaving residual damage
Category 5: Catastrophic
Impact that is widespread, unconfined and requiring
long term recovery, leaving major residual damage

Environmental incidents are categorised on a 1 to 5 scale, with category 1 (minor)
being the lowest impact incident and category 5 (catastrophic) being the
highest. The graph shows the smelter’s performance on category 2 to 5 incidents
since 2007.
NZAS achieved record performance of 528 days without a category 2 or above
environmental incident. One category 2 incident was recorded in 2011, following
a resource consent breach of a drain discharge to sea. During routine sampling
of the north drain in July (during heavy rain and with strong on-shore winds) the
fluoride concentration in the seawater control site, 50 metres upstream of the
exit of the drain, was determined to be 5.6 mg F/m3, exceeding a limit of 5.0 mg
F/m3. During extreme rainfall there can be a flush of fluoride washed through
the site drains. No adverse impacts were observed on the seawater environment.

Total Plant Discharge–Fluoride per tonne Aluminium
Discharge rate ( kg F/t Al)

Environmental Incidents
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An excellent performance for discharge of fluoride to air
was achieved in 2011 with a rate of 0.66 kg F per tonne
of aluminium, well under plan of 0.73 kg F/t Al. Only in
2002 was a better performance of 0.61 kg F/t Al observed.
Fluoride performance is related to the efficiency of the
dry scrubbers (the smelter’s main emission control system
where dust particles and fluoride gases are removed
from reduction cell emissions). The best efficiency is seen
when the plant is operating at full capacity. During years
with power shortages and reduced productivity, fluoride
scrubbing efficiency drops and the emission rate increases.

Enhanced animal pest control on Tiwai
Peninsula
In 2011, the Department of Conservation (DOC) assisted
NZAS in enhancing the animal pest control programme
on Tiwai Peninsula to further improve biodiversity health
and integrity. An animal pest strategy has been drafted in
consultation with DOC.
Tiwai Peninsula adjoins the Awarua wetlands, an
internationally recognised Ramsar site. The adjacent
Awarua Bay provides foraging and roosting opportunities
for migratory waders and species including the Southern
New Zealand dotterel, South Island fernbird and the
Australasian bittern.

The peninsula supports a variety
of threatened plants and rare
vegetation communities making it
significant regionally, nationally and
internationally. This area has a diverse
plant community of red tussock,
bracken, flax, coprosma, native
grasses and some sub alpine species.
It is the largest coastal-lowland
tussock land in New Zealand with 15
nationally threatened or uncommon
species found there. Three types of
skinks are found on the peninsula
including the rare green skink, which
is listed as a threatened species.
Pest animals present are mustelids
(stoats, ferrets and weasels), cats,
hedgehogs, possums, rabbits, rats
and mice. Rabbits, possums, rats and
mice cause a great deal of damage
to the vegetation. Mustelids, cats,
hedgehogs and possums eat most
things, including invertebrates, lizards,
birds and their eggs. In late 2011,
169 stoat traps and 25 cat traps were
placed on the peninsula to increase
the trapping of pest animals. Tracking
tunnels have also been established to
monitor the location and population
of mice, skinks, weta and rats.
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Community
2011 Community Contributions (NZ$)
Education

$41,732

Environment

$202,500

Health

$18,902

Recreation

$14,644

Other

$501,557

Total

$779,335

Two major community contributions are included
above:
• ‘Environment’ – $200,000 Kakapo Recovery
sponsorship
• ‘Other’ – $500,000 donation to the 2011
Canterbury Earthquake Appeal

Community partnerships
In 2011, NZAS continued its involvement in a number
of major community partnerships, including Kakapo
Recovery, Southland Science and Technology Fair,
Southland Girls’ High School Educational Partnership
and the annual Community Assistance Programme.

40th Anniversary

NZAS Specialist Accountant, Allan Beck,
along with his wife Nicola and their three
children (Samara, Hunter and Logan) at
the 40th anniversary open day
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NZAS celebrated its 40th anniversary in November.
To mark the occasion two site open days were
held, one day for employees, contractors and
their families and the second day for the general
public. Over 3,300 people visited the site during
the weekend. In addition to the site open days, a
celebratory function with key local and national
stakeholders was held in Invercargill, with over 100
people attending.

Local Interest Group
programme
NZAS operates a Local Interest Group
programme, whereby key stakeholders
are invited to visit NZAS on a periodic
basis to view the operation and to receive
an update on business performance.
Ten organisations participated in the
programme during the year including
Federated Farmers, Gore District Council,
Southland Chamber of Commerce,
Invercargill City Council, Environment
Southland, Department of Conservation,
Southland Conservation Board, Awarua
Bay Neighbours and farmers with
monitoring stations, Southland District
Council and Bluff Community Board.

Kakapo Recovery
2011 marked the 21st anniversary of
Kakapo Recovery, a partnership between
the Department of Conservation, NZAS
and Forest and Bird. 102 days were
volunteered by NZAS employees on
the kakapo inhabited islands of Codfish
and Anchor during the year. Activities
included
kakapo
supplementary
feeding and nest minding, as well as
maintenance on island infrastructure.
‘Rooster’ the kakapo made his first
public appearance by being on display
during the smelter’s 40th anniversary
celebrations.

Site tours
In 2011, NZAS hosted 1,072 people in 105 tours of the
smelter site.

Community complaints
Community Complaints
Number of community
complaints

NZAS’ longest serving employee, Stu Templer,
is pictured cutting the 40th anniversary cake,
along with fellow 1971 starter, Trevor McLister,
and NZAS General Manager, Ryan Cavanagh
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No community complaints rated moderate or above
were received in 2011.

Plans for Community in 2012:
• Zero moderate or above rated community
complaints
• Continued participation in NZAS Local Interest
Group programme
• Continue to support active partnerships – Kakapo
Recovery, Southland Girls’ High School Educational
Partnership and Southland Science and Technology
Fair
• Undertake a perception survey and a socioeconomic impacts study

Market Position
Record aluminium production

NZAS production
2011 Actual
Saleable metal

354,029 tonnes

Per cent value added

80%

Extrusion scrap reprocessed

2,643 tonnes

Billet

62,082 tonnes

Foundry

9,685 tonnes

High purity

146,036 tonnes

20% Standard
purity ingot

5% Other
value added
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59% Japan

NZAS continues to be a significant supplier of
aluminium to Japan, as well as supplying metal
to many other parts of the world. During 2011,
aluminium was exported to 23 countries.

46,088 tonnes

2011 Product Profile

Extrusion Scrap Reprocessed

9% Korea

Performance Defaults
Number of
performance defaults

Rolling block

NZAS Market
3% Other

Tonnes

In 2011, record production was achieved at NZAS
with 354,029 saleable tonnes of metal produced.
In addition, another production milestone was
celebrated in December, with 10 million tonnes of
saleable metal being produced since the smelter
commenced operations in 1971.
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NZAS has been buying back extrusion scrap from a
domestic customer since 2002. The extrusion scrap
is reprocessed on site, with 2,643 tonnes recycled
in 2011. Recycling aluminium requires only five per
cent of the energy needed to produce the original
primary aluminium and also significantly reduces
CO2 emissions.
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A customer raises a performance default
when a contract term or customer specified
requirement is not met. During 2011, one
performance default was recorded against a
target of zero. This related to some trial billet
product being supplied to a customer with
surface cracks. The performance default was
investigated and resolved.

NZAS Sustainable Development Review
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Operational Excellence
Business Improvement value
During 2011, NZ$18 million was delivered through
Lean Six Sigma initiatives. This total included
projects on Leading for Improvement, net carbon
improvements, casthouse capacity and optimised
scheduling, onsite dross processing, tapping status
visualisation, ongoing spent cell lining domestic and
export disposals, Jidoka implementations and Value
Stream Mapping.

Plans for Operational Excellence
in 2012:
NZAS continues to be innovative in its application
of both the Lean and Six Sigma methodologies.
Our focus for 2012 is to continuously improve the
implementation of these tools with the aim of
securing the plant for the future.

82.95

Cumulative Value Delivery (NZ$ million)
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51.72
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Six Sigma
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Carbon Bake Furnace No. 4

If you have any questions or would like to provide feedback on the NZAS 2011 Sustainable Development Review, please contact:
Andrea Carson, Community Relations
Phone: +64 3 218-5440
Email: Andrea.Carson@pacificaluminium.com.au
Website: www.nzas.co.nz
NZAS IS A JOINT VENTURE COMPANY OWNED BY PACIFIC ALUMINIUM (79.36%) AND SUMITOMO CHEMICAL COMPANY (20.64%)

